
Announcements 

• Final Exam June 10th 3-6pm. 

– Let me know if you need an alternative testing 
time. 

– Today’s material will NOT be on the exam. 

– Review video online 



Queen Packing 

This material is not from the textbook. It is 
optional material for this course (in the sense 
that it will not be on the final). It is based on 
my own research. If you are interested in 
seeing the paper it is based on, you can find it 
here: 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~dakane/queens.pdf 



Queens 

Chess is played on an 8x8 board. 

 

A queen in chess is a piece that can move as far 
as it wants in any of the 8 directions. 



Queen Movement 



Queen Packing Problem 

Problem: Place k queens on an nxn chessboard 
so that they attack as few total squares as 
possible. 



Arbitrary Placement 

Each queen attacks about n squares, so k 
queens if placed randomly will tend to attack 
about nk in total. 



Clustering 

You can do much better by clustering queens 
together. 

√k 

√k 
Attacks about 
n√k squares. 



Corners 

You can improve things by putting it in the 
corner. 



Hexagons 

You can also shave off the corners of the square. 



Optimize 
This works best when you arrange the queens in a 

hexagon with side lengths as similar as possible. 



Four Hexagons 

For some k, you can do slightly better with four 
hexagons. 



Nine Queens 

You can also do slightly better with exactly 9 
queens. 



Optimal Configurations 

By trying various arrangements, it was 
determined that (at least when k was small 
relative to n) that the optimal arrangement 
seemed to always be one of the following: 

• One hexagon in the corner 

• Four hexagons in the corners 

• The nine queen configuration 

How do we prove that this is the best? 



Warmup I 

Rooks instead of queens. 

• Rooks can only move vertically or horizontally. 

 

Note:  

• Attacked squares are exactly the 
rows/columns that have rooks on them. 

• Number of squares is roughly 
n(#rows + #columns). 



Rooks 

Turn problem on head: 

• Want to know: what is the minimal number of 
squares attacked by k rooks. 

• Instead answer what is the maximal number 
of rooks that attack a given number of 
squares. 

– If #rows + #columns is at most m, what is the 
maximum number of rooks? 



Max Rooks 

Fix set R of a rows, set C of b columns. 

How many rooks? 

• Only at intersection of a row and a column. 

• At most ab. 

 

If a+b=m, want 
a and b both close 
to m/2. 



Warmup II 

Next what if we have a bunch of queens all 
squeezed into the lower left corner? 

• Total attacked squares roughly 
n(#rows + #columns + #long diagonals) 

• For a given value of m = #rows + #columns + 
#diagonals, what is the maximum number of 
queens? 



Approach 

Fix a rows, b columns, c diagonals. How many 
queens are at the intersection of a row, a 
column and a diagonal? 



Row Column Grid 

The intersections of the rows and columns form 
a grid. 

But the way diagonals intersect might be 
complicated. 



Ls 

• Arrange queens in Ls like so: 

• Each diagonal intersects each L in at most 1 Q. 

• Number of Qs in an L at most minimum of 
size of L or number of 
diagonals. 



Total Count 

With a rows, b columns and c diagonals 

 

 

 

 

Matches bound achieved by best hexagon 
pattern. 



Non-Corner Queens 

For the general problem we can try something 
similar: 

Fix the number of rows, columns and diagonals 
(of either orientation) and see how many 
queens we can find at the intersection. 

Unfortunately, now not all diagonals are the 
same length. 



Sum of Diagonals 

Lemma: For any queen, the sum of the lengths 
of its diagonals is at least n. 

Proof: Assume queen on bottom quarter of the 
board. 



Unique Diagonal Queens 

This means that if we can find c queens no two 
of which share a diagonal, the sum of their 
diagonal lengths is at least cn. 

How big can we 
make c? 



Matchings 

• Two types of diagonals: 
positive and negative. 

• Want to pair off 
diagonals that intersect 
at a queen. 

• This is called a bipartite 
matching. 

• How big can it be? 



Cover 

Suppose that we have some C diagonals (of 
either type) so that every queen is on one of 
these. 

• Each pair is a matching must 
use one of these diagonals. 

• Biggest matching size at 
most C. 

• Is this bound tight? 



Konig’s Theorem 

Theorem: For any bipartite matching problem, 
the size of the largest matching equals the size 
of the smallest vertex cover. 

 

Corollary: Have c+1 independent queens (whose 
diagonals cover (c+1)n squares) unless there 
are some c diagonals that cover all of the 
queens. 



Setup 

If queens attack only mn squares, must be some 
a rows, b columns and c diagonals (of either 
type) with: 

• a + b + c = m 

• Each queen on one row, one column and at 
least one diagonal. 

 

How many queens can we have? 



Rings 

Intersections of rows and columns form a grid. 
Divide into rings. 

Each diagonal 
intersects each 
ring in at most 
two points. 



Number of Queens 

Thus we have 

 

 

 

This gives almost the right answer for all m. 

With a little bit of extra work, you can show that 
the configurations from the start of lecture are 
essentially the best possible. 


